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“What could mobile marketers do with a year of benchmark data?”

The uses of a reliable benchmark are almost too 

many to list. 

From setting KPIs, finding potential areas of growth, 

or for gaining a better understanding of the market 

before you enter it, benchmarks apply to pretty 

much every mobile marketer, at any level of an 

organization.

And, with that in mind, we bring you our first 

benchmarks in little over a year. It’s been some 

time, but with nearly two million apps released in 

2017 we needed to overhaul both our approach to 

how we did them, and in the data that we analyzed.

So, this time we’ve collected a year’s worth of 

activity, aggregating information from thousands 

of unique apps and billions of installs to bring 

you a full picture of what a year in mobile app 

performance looks like.

We’ve used the data to find seasonal trends, 

observe differences between various verticals, and 

to ultimately gain a better understanding of mobile 

in the year gone by – all to help inform what you’ll 

do in the year ahead. 

It’s been an ongoing building process. If you have 

anything from suggestions to encouragement, tweet 

us @adjustcom, and include #mobilebenchmarks to 

let us know what you think.

https://twitter.com/adjustcom
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11,000 apps, 10.7 billion installs, 1.29 trillion events



Our benchmark data was taken between January 

1st, 2017 and December 31st, 2017.

To create reliable comparisons, we looked at three 

different metrics on a per-user basis:

 ► Retention

 ► Sessions

 ► Events

Then we looked at performance across four 

categories: 

 ► OS

 ► Country

 ► Vertical

 ► Network

As you read through each section, you’ll see a 

breakdown of categories, along with a chart which 

presents the data we’ve been looking at.

 

 

 

 

 

The data for metrics is an aggregation - we’ve 

taken a cohort of 30 days across the entire year 

(essentially, a combination of all users in our 

dataset) to provide you with a monthly view.

Now, let’s talk about each category.

OS is split between iOS and Android.

Country is divided by world and EMEA, with four 

markets each:

World

 ► China

 ► Japan

 ► Russia

 ► USA 

EMEA

 ► France

 ► Germany

 ► Turkey

 ► UK

 

 

 

 

We focused on six verticals, collating the rest into 

‘others’. The main six are:

 ► Business (which includes Finance)

 ► Games

 ► E-commerce

 ► Entertainment (which includes both  

photo, video and music)

 ► Travel (includes navigation as well as 

transportation apps)

 ► Utilities (includes weather, productivity  

and tool apps)

Networks are separated into three:

 ► Facebook

 ► Google

 ► Other

‘Other’ is a collection of key mobile marketing 

publishers, and we go into a little more detail on 

who they are later in the report.
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How our report works
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RETENTION

Do people stick around?

Retention is the lifeblood of lifetime value (LTV). Without 

people returning to your app, how could you see an 

eventual return on the cost it took to get them there in 

the first place?
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01 – RETENTION METHODOLOGY

What is retention?

A retention rate quantifies the percentage of users 

still using an app for a certain number of days after 

install. 

You can figure out a retention rate by counting the 

number of unique users that trigger at least one 

session in one day, and then divide the result by the 

total number of installs on day 0 in a given cohort.

So, for example, if we look at a cohort of 100 users 

over one week, we might start with 30 of those 

100 users at day one (30% retention), but the 

figure would likely drop to about 15% (or, 15 users) 

by day seven.

A high retention rate means a healthier app. 

This is because users who are active for longer 

usually result in increased engagement, a bigger 

monetization opportunity, and improved LTV.

In our previous reports, retention usually starts 

strongly but falls to around 10% or so toward the 

end of 30 days. Let’s see whether that trend has 

changed in the past 12 months.
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02 – MONTHLY RETENTION – OS

Comparing apples to 
androids
Per device, iOS consistently retained more users than Android 

in 2017.

Though the difference is only within a 1-2% range, the 

outperformance is consistent across the 30-day period.

On the days after install, both platforms retained around 30% 

of users. By day seven, Android apps retained 16% of their user 

base, while iOS managed to keep 18% of theirs.

By day 30, each had retained around 10% of their users - a 

theme you’ll constantly find with all our retention data. 

Retention rates like these mean that finding new users is 

vital, regardless of platform, location or vertical. That said, 

retargeting could be a powerful remedy for low retention. Want 

to know why? Find out here.

Days after install

https://www.adjust.com/blog/japanese-gaming-benchmarks-what-happened-in-the-first-half-of-2017/
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03 – MONTHLY RETENTION – 
WORLDWIDE

Retention vs. the World

Let’s look at some major markets.

Japan, the US and Russia all have retention rates similar to 

what we saw above. Also, Russia and the US closely align with 

the general OS trend, with a 30% beginning and 10-15% end.

Japan is our highest-performing country of the group. Users 

retain slightly more than other markets, 3% above the US by day 

30 - though the difference in performance isn’t visible until day 

three. If you want to find out more about the Japanese market, 

you can read Adjust’s guide to Japanese Gaming Benchmarks 

here.

Now, to China. The market sees the lowest retention rates of 

any, with only 7% of users staying with an app by day seven. 

This behavior could mainly be due to a mixture of quality of apps 

in China, but would most likely have to do with the dominance 

of WeChat, and the reduced likelihood of Chinese users leaving 

the platform for other apps.

Days after install

https://www.adjust.com/blog/japanese-gaming-benchmarks-what-happened-in-the-first-half-of-2017/
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04 – MONTHLY RETENTION – EMEA

One of these things is 
just like the other

Though EMEA marketing managers may not be so surprised, 

retention across Europe is practically identical. 

On day one, apps tend to sit around 29% retention. By day 30, 

it’s a toss-up from 9-10%.

All follow the same slow curve, with rebounds in retention at 

the end of each week, when users tend to be retargeted.

The uniformity across Europe is quite something. On day 14, 

every country has a 13% retention rate. Their variance over 30 

days rarely ranges more than 2%.

Russian and US retention is somewhat similar to what’s shown 

here, though users in those locations retain slightly higher 

toward the end of the period.

If anything, this chart might suggest that EMEA has become a 

reliable market for mobile marketers, well practiced in regular 

retargeting.

This trend also informs our calendar approach, where we group 

EMEA into one, to see how one region matches against the four 

countries presented on the previous page.

Days after install
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05 – MONTHLY RETENTION – 
VERTICAL

Entertainment retains

Apps that entertain, rule. 

While Entertainment apps full of video content would always 

keep users returning for their favorite shows, Games also do a 

good job in keeping users engaged.

That said, day one heights tend to then fall steeply from 35% to 

12% on day 14. It’s a deep curve, and consistent with our older 

reports about gaming retention rates.

Travel apps have low retention from day one but don’t decline 

as sharply as others. This could be affected by seasonality 

(with heavy use only around holidays) combined with a lack 

of representation of popular mapping apps from Google and 

Apple. Regardless, for third parties, low retention suggests that 

travel apps have trouble keeping people onboard.

Beyond that, Utilities lose around 12% of users from day one to 

day 30. Business slightly less, with just half of its day one user 

base by the end of the period.

E-commerce? A 19% loss, and we’ll talk more about that drop 

versus its number of events later in the benchmarks.

Days after install
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06 - THE BEST RETAINING APPS – 
VERTICAL

Ranking elite retention
What do the apps with the best retention look like? It’s useful 

to ask, just so you know what heights the apps that we track 

can reach.

We’ve taken this data from a combination of the top 20% of 

apps with the highest retention on day seven (so, best app 

retention a week after install). Here, we’ve displayed their entire 

performance over 30 days.

While there are some great similarities to the chart on the 

previous page, it’s interesting to see that retention of Utilities 

performs best of all, with 44% retention on day one (near half 

of the initial user base). By day 30, almost a third of users are 

still around. Great Games perform similarly on day one, but by 

day seven there’s a 5% difference between the two verticals.

It’s also notable to see that while retention is much higher 

overall, the order of apps is more or less the same, with only 

Business applications much closer to the top on the final day of 

tracking.

The leader of average retention by vertical, Entertainment, 

doesn’t do as well; the group is the second to last in overall 

retention in the elite class.

Days after install
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NETWORK PERFORMANCE

What’s the value of a source?

No, we’re not ranking anyone! Instead 

we’re looking at the performance 

of resulting traffic from premium 

networks in order to learn a little 

about  the quality of users an app 

can gain from each place.
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01 – MONTHLY SESSIONS –  
PREMIUM NETWORK

Where do engaged users 
come from?

Though the difference is within a .2 range of sessions, users 

reached and engaged via Google’s vast network came back the 

most in 2017.

We also saw that, across the board, user engagement increased 

over time, regardless of source.

Twitter sits in the middle, with slightly more engagement than 

Facebook, though less from the big G.

Days after install
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02 – MONTHLY EVENTS –  
PREMIUM NETWORK

Where can I find users 
who convert?
Consistently active users are gold dust for mobile marketers, 

who spend much of their time optimizing to find the best users 

among different networks. Here, we wanted to look at how 

premium platforms perform against each other when it comes 

to events.

Our data shows that users from Google come out slightly ahead, 

with nine events performed per day, per user, on the final day 

of tracking. Users from Google trigger events consistently from 

day four or so. While Facebook user's interest is slightly higher 

initially, it drops a little quicker too. Over time, Facebook users 

trigger fewer events at the end of the period. This means that 

Facebook might be a better source of users for apps who want 

to get the most out of their users quickly, while Google is a 

better long-term bet.

Twitter users trigger around one less event per day than from 

the two other networks. However, while performance might be 

lower, it’s still important to maximize every channel you can - 

those whales can never be too far away.

Days after install
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SESSIONS

How many times a day 
do users interact?

So, your users are sticking around long enough to make 

an impact – but how often do they engage with your app 

every day? With sessions, we can find out.



01 - SESSION METHODOLOGY

What is a session?
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Every analytics company defines sessions a little 

differently.

For us, a session is a span of activity separated by 

at least 30 minutes to the next activity. 

We do this because these days it’s possible for 

smartphones to multitask. Most of us keep apps 

running in the background, and users can flick 

between them with ease. An app open, and a close, 

aren’t as clear-cut as before. Think of Facebook 

Messenger - some users never close the app at all. 

What would a session look like then?

As such, app marketers can no longer think of 

distinct opening and closing actions in an app. And 

neither can we.

For the purpose of our analysis, we recorded the 

various actions and interactions with apps that 

occurred in the same time span and drew borders 

between distinct "sessions" when the user was 

inactive for at least 30 days. 

Then, to calculate, we divided the total number of 

such sessions over the number of users that were 

retained until a specific day. By only accounting for 

retained users, we looked at the engagement of 

users who could be reached.

Sessions-per-user is frequently used in conjunction 

with retention to see how long users remain 

interested in an app, and also how engaged they 

really are.

Sessions-per-user is not necessarily a key metric, 

depending on the structure of your app. If you 

expect users to have longer, more engaging 

sessions (such as more complex mobile games), it’s 

not necessarily better that they log on multiple 

times in a day, so long as they convert. That said, 

most would rather have more sessions as a general 

rule, so when we talk about apps in our broad view, 

we’ll stick to talking in terms of the more sessions, 

the better.    

Like any cohorted metric, it’s useful to analyze a 

specific day-after-install when considering your 

sessions-per-user. Typically, engagement among 

users wanes over time. But the specific combinations 

of this metric and others may tell a story. 

Low retention rates but many sessions-per-user? 

Your app appeals to a smaller niche among your 

users, and you may either want to focus your UA 

on those users or change the app to have more 

mainstream appeal. 

Low sessions-per-user, but high retention? This 

could mean that your users find the app very 

useful, but only use it once or twice a day.
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02 – MONTHLY SESSIONS – 
WORLDWIDE

From Russia with love

When it comes to any session analysis in our benchmarks, the 

differences tend to be small, but powerful.

Over the lifetime of the cohort, it’s Russian users, out of all our 

chosen countries, that start the most number of sessions.

There’s a mixture of reasons why this might be. Lack of reliable 

internet, or use of less powerful hardware, may lead to Russian 

users leaning on apps more than other regions.

Japan acts contrary to the general rule: that sessions grow over 

time.

As apps lose their less-engaged users, we see sessions tend to 

increase. Japan is an exception, losing users and sessions over 

the same timeframe.

Days after install
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03 – MONTHLY SESSIONS – EMEA

An exception in the 
Eurozone

As with retention, countries in Europe perform fairly similarly. 

That is, apart from Turkish users.

Across the entire 30-day period, Turkey has roughly .25 events 

less per day than the three other markets in our cohort.

Of those three, France performs best until day 10, where 

Germany and the UK overtake it in performance, triggering as 

much as .1 events more, per user, per day, on day 30.

Days after install
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04 – MONTHLY SESSIONS – VERTICAL

A calm sea of sessions

Aside from Utilities, most apps maintain the same number of 

sessions when we look at user activity over time. Yet, variance 

of performance between them is relatively wide (as much as a 

single session depending on comparison).

Why might this be? It really depends on the type of app we’re 

talking about, and the usage of it. Let’s compare the top and 

the bottom to illustrate what we mean.

Utilities have much utility, and apps in our set lend themselves 

to daily use - and such apps are accessed almost three times 

a day. 

Meanwhile, travel is used least-consistently of all (and has a 

low level of retention as well as sessions). But travel apps aren’t 

there for impulse buys, or twice a day use - but for every-

so-often, significant moments, such as booking a flight, or 

planning a holiday.

So, the apps we use daily and the ones we use yearly, tend to 

deviate in session numbers, a fact we can show with clarity 

here.

Days after install
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MOBILE FRAUD

Where can ad fraud be found?
Every vertical, country, and network was 

affected by mobile ad fraud in some way in 2017. 

But by how much? Let’s take a look.
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01 - FRAUD DISTRIBUTION AMONG 
VERTICALS

Which vertical does fraud 
affect most?

Fraud was everywhere in 2017.

Fortunately for Adjust clients, we don’t only detect fraud, we’re 

the only attribution vendor to actively prevent it. As such, we’re 

not shy about showing how much fraud is currently present in 

the mobile ecosystem - because we stop it before it becomes 

a real problem. 

So what did we find?

Games are the most affected vertical, making up over a third of 

total installs rejected by Adjust. 

This comes as no surprise. Gaming as a vertical spends perhaps 

more on mobile marketing than any other. Also, it’s not just 

those after ad spend who defraud Games, but users too.

Beyond the collection of ‘other’ categories (an Android-focused 

vertical which includes Beauty, Auto, and Events apps), 

E-commerce applications feature a high distribution of mobile 

app fraud, about 20% of our dataset.

Want to find out more about Adjust’s fraud protection?  

Click here.

http://adjust.com/fraud-prevention
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In 2017, Adjust’s Fraud Prevention Suite rejected 

twice as many installs on Android devices versus 

iOS devices in the same period.

While no device is immune to fraud, it’s telling that 

around twice as much of it occurs on Android. 

There seemingly could be a few reasons to explain 

this, from the ease of which Android devices can 

be jailbroken to the sheer amount of Android 

devices sold vs. Apple’s.

However, Adjust’s Fraud Specialist, Andreas 

Naumann, had one simple explanation for the 

difference, “click injection.”

This type of fraud is, more or less, a sophisticated 

form of click-spamming which only affects Android 

devices. 

By publishing (or having access to it, such as via a 

monetization SDK) an Android app which subscribes 

to "install broadcasts" and/or the "content provider", 

fraudsters can detect when other apps are 

downloaded on a device and trigger clicks before 

the first open of the app after the installation.

The fraudster then receives the credit for installs.

Our click injection filter automatically rejects 

attribution on installs to these injected clicks, which 

subsequently count for the distribution seen below.

Ultimately, it’s important for us to state that our 

data chart doesn’t suggest that there’s more fraud 

on Android, or less risk of it on iOS. Instead, it 

reveals that our filters found more fraud on Android 

in 2017.

We’ve written a lot about this prevalent issue to 

help you keep informed. To get a more detailed 

understanding of click injection, take a look at 

Andreas’ article here. And for more on what Google 

is doing to help tackle the problem, click here.

02 - FRAUD DISTRIBUTION AMONG OSs

Which OS do fraudsters attack?

https://www.adjust.com/blog/click-injection-explained-mobile-ua-fraud-in-2017/
https://www.adjust.com/blog/eliminating-click-injections-with-google-play-referrer-api/
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EVENTS

Do your users do anything?

Successful conversion is the real goal 

of any mobile marketer. It requires an 

app that’s great enough to spur people 

to spend real money on (often digital) 

goods. So what conditions trigger the 

most events?
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01 – MONTHLY EVENTS – OS

At a crossroads:

Two different approaches
Say you’re a marketer tasked with boosting events triggered 

within your app. You might think about basing your strategy on 

a quick win or long-term approach. Do you want to keep  users 

engaged for a week, or are you looking at the long-term, and 

going after consistent performance for months at a time?

Either issue shows how problematic an app marketer’s job can 

be. If you split by platform, you have different behaviors that 

suit either one approach or the other.

In the first week after install, Android sees more events. But 

over a month, iOS surpasses its rival, with around eight events 

per day to Android’s seven. So, the former suits a short-term 

view, but iOS may mean rewards for the long view.

But that’s just our data - how does it compare to yours?

Days after install
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02 – MONTHLY EVENTS – 
WORLDWIDE

A series of fortunate 
events

And who makes more events than anywhere else? That’s right, 

it’s the USA. 

In rough terms, the US triggers around two more events per 

day than China or Russia. It’s also the most consistent of this 

cohort, with (after an initial drop) unwavering performance 

from day eight to day 30.

Japanese and Chinese performance mirror each other -  the 

former market sees rises in performance at the end of each 

week, whereas the latter triggers more sessions between each 

expected re-engagement period.

Russia is a steady performer. Again, we see that wavy form 

with spikes in events on each day seven interval. The behavior 

is due to typical re-engagement activity around the period, 

though it’s not as pronounced as in the Japanese market.

Days after install
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03 – MONTHLY EVENTS – EMEA

Holding steady

We spoke a little about the reliability of EMEA in our look 

at retention much earlier in the report. We suggested that 

countries in the region could be predictable, and therefore a 

place marketers can operate in with a certain expectation of 

performance. 

We see some repetition of events as well. The UK, France and 

Germany all have highly similar performance, with almost 

nothing to separate them by day 30. On day one, performance 

is more spread out. After day 14, they’re neck and neck, with 

the UK slightly ahead (a .0084 difference).

As with our look at sessions, Turkey comes in fourth place in 

the amount of events users trigger over time. By day 30, they 

have about a single event difference between them and the 

other three countries. In fact, they’re the only market out of 

all eight that experiences continually decreasing events over 

time - something for marketers to look out for if they’re playing 

a longer game.

Days after install
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04 – MONTHLY EVENTS – VERTICAL

E-commerce excels

Earlier in the report we mentioned that we’d talk more about 

E-commerce’s low retention against the number of events 

users triggered.

Though the apps in this category had a steep loss in retention, 

it doesn’t affect overall performance at all. In fact, the app has 

well over triple the number of events triggered than any other

E-commerce has a natural tendency towards a high number 

of events - after all, marketers are likely to create more, just 

to optimize user behavior to all-important conversion events. 

Even then, the sheer number of triggered events per app is 

staggering.

However, notice that E-commerce events are the only ones to 

drop over time. All others stay relatively flat, even rising in the 

case of Games. So, low retention does affect the vertical, but 

not before users have bought what they’ve wanted to.

Days after install
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We started this report with a question: “What 

could mobile marketers do with a year's worth of 

benchmark data?” But we deliberately left that 

question unanswered. Ultimately, it’s up to you. 

While our benchmarks are a useful guide to 

understanding what’s going on in the industry, it’s 

not about all data, it’s about your data.

We’re hopeful that the benchmarks spur more 

questions for you. And, if you don’t yet have a 

reliable app tracking solution, then we might have 

shown you just what Adjust is capable of.

In 2017, Adjust tracked 770,000,000 active users, 

and we added 8,124 new apps to our database. 

We’re trusted by major mobile brands, including 

Zynga, Rovio and Spotify. Our solution is robust 

and constantly integrates industry-first features, 

such as better retargeting and active fraud 

prevention.

Sign up for a free demo of Adjust and you’ll receive 

a quick consultation with our sales specialists, and 

you’ll find out more how about the real impact 

mobile measurement can have on your mobile app 

performance.

We have a ton of ideas for the next set of 

benchmarks, from a more location-based approach 

to tie-ins with upcoming products - and you’ll see 

various releases over the coming months. If you 

want to keep track, you can sign up to our mailing 

list right on the blog, where you’ll also find even 

more data-led studies.

Have any more ideas? Hit us up! We’re on Twitter 

@adjustcom and Facebook too.

CONCLUSION

What's next?

https://www.adjust.com/request-a-demo/see-adjust/?utm_channel=0&utm_source=Benchmarks%202017%20Report&utm_medium=link
https://www.adjust.com/blog/
https://twitter.com/adjustcom
https://www.facebook.com/adjustcom/
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2017

A Calender Year

Here, you’ll find a month-by-month view of 2017, focusing a little 

on verticals, and a lot on worldwide performance. You can use 

this view to compare our data against your own performance. 

We’ll also be talking about the data much more on our blog, so 

keep an eye on it for deep dives as they’re released.

http://adjust.com/blog
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01 January
Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Retention per territory

Sessions per territory

Retention per vertical

Events per territory

02 February
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Sessions per territory Events per territory

03 March
Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Sessions per territory Events per territory

04 April
Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Sessions per territory Events per territory

05 May
Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Sessions per territory Events per territory

06 June
Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Sessions per territory Events per territory
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Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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Retention per territory Retention per vertical
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